
Once upon a time Oink the Pig, Cluck the Chicken and MOO, the famous WesterN SizzliN Cow, were traveling 

to _________________________, to attend the wedding of their friends, _________________________ 
(name a place)                                                                                                         (name one of your friends)

and _________________________.  “We’ve been walking for _________________________ miles,” said Oink,
(name another one of your friends)                                                                            (a big number)

“my _________________________ are killing me.” “Complain, complain,” said Cluck, “if you had my 
(something you have two of)

_________________________, then you could say you were really _________________________!”  “YOOOOOOU 
(your best feature)                                                                                                          (a feeling)

are both a couple of_________________________,” bellowed MOO, “it is a beautiful day   
(something silly - plural)   

and we have plenty of _________________________ and _________________________.    
(something you eat)                                            (something you drink)                                                        

Let’s be _________________________ and enjoy our journey.”
(a feeling)

So the three continued until they came upon an abandoned _________________________.  “Oh let’s ride this 
(any kind of vehicle)

to town,” said Oink, “everyone will think we’re _________________________.”  “I agree,” said Cluck, “with this we can 
(a compliment)

ride in _________________________.”  MOO was suspicious.  He had heard of _________________________ that 
(means really cool)                                                                                                          (a kind of criminal - plural)

leave this kind of _________________________ along the roadways, just hoping to trick lazy travelers.  “Well all right,” 
(a kind of trap)

said Moo, “but Oink should _________________________, Cluck should watch the _________________________ 
(an action word)                                                                                 (any thing you want)

and I’ll ride in the back to keep a _________________________ out for 
(a “nice” body part)                                        

_________________________.”
(another kind of criminal - plural)
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Well they hadn’t gone very far at all when a giant _________________________, with really bad
(a big person or animal)

_________________________ jumped out of the _________________________ next to the road and stop them with a
(something in your mouth)                                                             (a kind of plant - plural)

_________________________.  “You are all my prisoners,” said the bandit.  “Hand over your ________________________
(a kind of weapon)                                                                                                                                                   (things you love)      

and your _________________________.  You won’t need them in _________________________ anyway.”
(things you hate)                                                                                       (a bad place)

MOO whispered to the other two, “Pretend to go along with what he asks.  I’ll sneak around behind him and 

_________________________ him right on the _________________________.  Then we can all 
(an action word)                                                                   (a “nice” body part)                                                      

_________________________.”
(another action word)

So Oink and Cluck handed over their _________________________ and MOO snuck around behind the
(another thing you like)

_________________________ and _________________________ him right on the _________________________.
(another name for a bad guy)                                       (action word)                                                                 (another “nice” body part)

The bandit _________________________ away and the three friends were safe.  “Well,” said MOO, “let’s get on our way
(action word)

and not look for another easy way to get where we are going.”  “You are _________________________,” cheered
(another compliment)

Oink and Cluck, “It’s better to take the _________________________ way and stay on the right ___________________.”
(a word for difficult) (a kind of road)

So the three friends went on their way and they lived _________________________ ever after.
(a feeling + ly)

The _________________________.   
(any word you want)


